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SCN1A Gain of Function in Early Infantile
Encephalopathy

Géza Berecki, PhD ,1* Alexander Bryson, MD,1* Jan Terhag, PhD,1 SnezanaMaljevic, PhD,1

Elena V. Gazina, PhD,1 Sean L. Hill, PhD,2 and Steven Petrou, PhD1,3

Objective: To elucidate the biophysical basis underlying the distinct and severe clinical presentation in patients with
the recurrent missense SCN1A variant, p.Thr226Met. Patients with this variant show a well-defined genotype–
phenotype correlation and present with developmental and early infantile epileptic encephalopathy that is far more
severe than typical SCN1A Dravet syndrome.
Methods: Whole cell patch clamp and dynamic action potential clamp were used to study T226M Nav1.1 channels
expressed in mammalian cells. Computational modeling was used to explore the neuronal scale mechanisms that
account for altered action potential firing.
Results: T226M channels exhibited hyperpolarizing shifts of the activation and inactivation curves and enhanced fast
inactivation. Dynamic action potential clamp hybrid simulation showed that model neurons containing T226M conduc-
tance displayed a left shift in rheobase relative to control. At current stimulation levels that produced repetitive action
potential firing in control model neurons, depolarization block and cessation of action potential firing occurred in
T226M model neurons. Fully computationally simulated neuron models recapitulated the findings from dynamic action
potential clamp and showed that heterozygous T226M models were also more susceptible to depolarization block.
Interpretation: From a biophysical perspective, the T226M mutation produces gain of function. Somewhat paradoxi-
cally, our data suggest that this gain of function would cause interneurons to more readily develop depolarization
block. This “functional dominant negative” interaction would produce a more profound disinhibition than seen with
haploinsufficiency that is typical of Dravet syndrome and could readily explain the more severe phenotype of patients
with T226M mutation.
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Mutations in the SCN1A gene result in a wide spec-
trum of clinical phenotypes, from relatively mild

generalized epilepsy with febrile seizures plus (GEFS+) to
Dravet syndrome,1,2 a treatment-resistant and life-threatening
developmental and epileptic encephalopathy primarily caused
by SCN1A loss of function. SCN1A mutations associated
with Dravet syndrome are mostly truncating or missense,
but other genetic changes have been documented.3 In addi-
tion to seizures, Dravet patients also present with a range of
comorbidities, including motor and speech delay, cognitive
impairment, and behavioral difficulties.4 The various clinical

phenotypes associated with any one SCN1A mutation are
presumably influenced by genetic background.2,3,5

SCN1A encodes the voltage-gated Nav1.1 channel
that plays crucial roles in the generation and propagation of
action potentials and exhibits dominant interneuron-specific
expression.6–8 Nav1.1 channels are expressed in GABAergic
interneurons in the neocortex, hippocampus, cerebellum, and
main olfactory bulb.9 At a subcellular level, Nav1.1 channels
cluster in the axon initial segments (AISs) of parvalbumin
(PV)-positive interneurons and show moderate expression in
the cell bodies of interneurons.10 It has been proposed that
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Nav1.1 loss of function impairs the ability of GABAergic
interneurons to fire action potentials at high frequency,
thereby reducing postsynaptic GABAA receptor activation and
leading to disinhibition of cortical pyramidal neurons.7,11 This
"loss of function" hypothesis has been successfully tested in a
series of experiments using mouse models of Dravet syn-
drome.3,12,13 It has also been demonstrated that reduced
sodium current in cerebellar Purkinje neurons may be suffi-
cient to cause ataxia,14 whereas in other GABAergic neurons it
may lead to different comorbidities.15

The T226M Nav1.1 channel mutation16 was identified
in 8 unrelated children with profound developmental and
epileptic encephalopathy (DEE) that was phenotypically dis-
tinct from Dravet syndrome.17 T226M is recurrent and
shows a fairly uniform clinical presentation, suggesting that a
unique biophysical mechanism underlies this highly pene-
trant trait.17 Understanding the biophysical consequences of
this variant is important for revealing underlying pathology
and devising treatment strategies. Because T226M mutation
affects a conserved threonine residue in the S4 segment of
domain I, it is likely to be associated with severe biophysical
changes and consequently patient phenotypes.18

In this study, we used voltage clamp analyses to deter-
mine the biophysical properties of the T226M Nav1.1
channel and real-time dynamic clamp19 and computational
modeling approaches to predict the impact of the mutation
on neuronal firing activity. The V1353L Nav1.1 channel
variant, previously associated with GEFS+20 and character-
ized as nonfunctional,21 was also studied as a comparator.
Our analyses revealed small differences between the firing
properties of model neurons incorporating V1353L and
wild-type variants. T226M channels exhibited dramatic
changes in both activation and inactivation kinetics compared
to wild type. We identified a unique epileptogenic mechanism
due to T226M mutation resulting in enhanced susceptibility
to depolarization block. This study also highlights the value of
dynamic action potential clamp for efficiently predicting the
impact of a complex ion channel dysfunction on neuronal
activity.

Subjects and Methods
SCN1A Mutagenesis and Sequence Alignments
In our study, we refer to previously published patient data, for which
Sadleir and colleagues reported ethics committee approval17 as well as
informed consent for each patient from parents or legal guardians.
The human wild-type SCN1A cDNA (National Center for Biotech-
nology Information [NCBI] reference sequence [RefSeq] NM_00
1165963.2), encoding type I voltage-gated Nav1.1 channel isoform
1 (NCBI RefSeq NP_001159435.1), cloned into the cytomegalovirus
plasmid (pCMV), was a kind gift from Dr A. L. George Jr
(Department of Pharmacology, Northwestern University). We modi-
fied the wild-type SCN1A sequence in the plasmid to reduce toxicity

and spontaneous mutagenesis in bacteria, without introducing any
changes in the protein sequence. DNA synthesis (GenScript, Piscat-
away, NJ) was used to replace large segments of SCN1A cDNA with
sequences containing numerous silent mutations, resulting in
increased DNA stability during bacterial expression. The Supplemen-
tary Material includes the coding sequence of the modified SCN1A
cDNA (Supplementary Fig S1), the alignment of the modified
SCN1A sequence against the original SCN1A (NM_001165963.2;
Supplementary Appendix 1), and the alignment of the unaltered pro-
tein sequence (RefSeq NP_001159435.1) encoded by either the origi-
nal or the modified cDNA sequence (Supplementary Appendix 2).
The V1353L and T226Mmutations were introduced using theQuik-
Change Lightning Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (Agilent Technolo-
gies, Santa Clara, CA). All clones were verified by automated DNA
sequencing (Australian Genome Research Facility, Melbourne, Victo-
ria, Australia). Amino acid sequences of domain I voltage sensors of
human SCN1A (NP_001159435.1), SCN2A (NP_066287.2),
SCN3A (NP_008853.3), SCN4A (NP_000325.4), SCN5A
(AAI44622.1), SCN8A (NP_055006.1), SCN9A (NP_002968.1),
and SCN10A (NP_006505.3) were aligned using the CLC Sequence
Viewer 7.7 (Qiagen, Aarhus, Denmark).

Cell Culture and Heterologous Expression of
Nav1.1 Channels
Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells were cultured, transiently
cotransfected with plasmids encoding Nav1.1 channel variant
(4 μg) and enhanced green fluorescent protein (1 μg; Clontech,
Mountain View, CA), and incubated as previously described.19

Electrophysiology
Electrophysiological recordings were performed 48 to 72 hours
post-transfection at room temperature (24 � 0.5�C), using an
Axopatch 200B amplifier (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA)
controlled by a pCLAMP 9/DigiData 1440 acquisition system
(Molecular Devices). The ionic compositions of the extracellular
and intracellular solutions were identical to those described previ-
ously.19 Borosilicate patch electrodes (GC150TF-7.5; Harvard
Apparatus, Holliston, MA) typically exhibited resistance values of
1.2 to 1.5MΩ. Precautions were taken to minimize possible volt-
age errors, and cells exhibiting peak whole cell sodium currents
(INav1.1) smaller than 2 nA or exceeding 10 nA were excluded
from analysis, as previously described.19 Leak and capacitive cur-
rents were corrected using a −P/4 pulse except when determining
steady-state inactivation and recovery from inactivation. Currents
and potentials were low-pass filtered at 10 kHz and digitized at
50 kHz. Data were analyzed offline using Clampfit 9.2
(Molecular Devices) and Origin 9.0 (Microcal Software, North-
ampton, MA). Specific voltage-clamp protocols, assessing the
current–voltage relationships, channel activation, inactivation,
and recovery from inactivation are depicted in Figure 1 and
explained in Results. Various biophysical parameters, including
peak INav1.1, membrane potential for half-maximal activation and
inactivation (V0.5,act and V0.5,inact, respectively), conductance, and
time constants of activation/inactivation and recovery from fast
inactivation were determined as previously described.19,22
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Dynamic Action Potential Clamp
Our dynamic clamp configuration is identical to that described
previously.19 Briefly, heterologously expressed Nav1.1 channel

currents (input INa1.1) were incorporated into a biophysically
realistic model of the distal AIS compartment. For all variants,
peak input INa1.1 was scaled to a magnitude similar to that of

FIGURE 1: Nav1.1 channel topology and biophysical properties of wild-type (WT), T226 M, and V1353 L channels. (A) Location of
the T226M and V1353L mutations (left); the previously reported de novo missense P1345S variant17 is also shown (open circle).
P1345S affects a highly conserved proline and results in profound developmental and epileptic encephalopathy similar to
T226 M. The 4 membrane domains are marked I−IV; note the positive charges on segment 4 (S4) of each domain. Right: S4
sequence alignments of domain I (DI) in various human sodium channels; note the consensus sequence and the percentage of
conservation; the conserved threonine is marked by a red circle (see also threonine position 226 in SCN1A); gating charge
residues are shaded blue. (B) Representative wild-type and mutant INa1.1 traces, elicited by 20-millisecond depolarizing voltage
steps of 5 mV increments from a holding potential (HP) of −120 mV. Inset: voltage protocol. (C) Peak INav1.1 density–voltage
relationships resulting from experiments shown in B. (D) Voltage dependence of activation and inactivation. Normalized
conductance–voltage relationships, plotted as G/Gmax values versus voltage, were fitted using Boltzmann equations (see
parameters of the fits in the Table). Insets show the voltage protocols to assess activation and inactivation (see Subjects and
Methods for details). (E) Recovery from inactivation, determined with a paired-pulse protocol from an HP value of −120 mV
(inset). Normalized peak INav1.1 values (I/I0) are plotted as a function of interpulse duration. (F, G) Time constants of activation
and, respectively, inactivation versus voltage. The number of experiments is shown in parentheses; statistical evaluation of data
is included in the Table. Vm = membrane potential.
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original sodium current in the model cell (~350pA), thus any
differences between the variants are due to altered biophysical
properties. Nevertheless, for every variant, we also tested the
effect of systematically varied input, with INa1.1 reduced to
~60% or increased to ~120% relative to control (~350pA). The
AIS compartment was modeled in Simulink (MathWorks, Natick,
MA) and included Nav1.6 channel sodium current, fast rectifying
potassium current, synaptic current, passive leak current, and mem-
brane capacitance (Cm). In dynamic clamp configuration, the input
INav1.1 partly or entirely replaces the original in silico sodium current
of the model. The AIS compartment is in current clamp mode, and
its membrane potential (Vm) is computed in real-time while the
Nav1.1 channel-expressing CHO cell is in voltage clamp mode. The
command potential for the CHO cell is the computed free-running
Vm of the AIS compartment. Previously, we have performed a com-
prehensive sensitivity analysis and evaluated the robustness of our
AIS compartment model.19 In this study, AIS model firing was eli-
cited by 2 methods consisting of injecting step current (Ist) via the
Clampex module or enabling scalable simulated excitatory and
inhibitory synaptic inputs within the compartment model, as previ-
ously described.19 In all experiments, we kept the AIS compartment
model capacitance (Cm = 1.88 pF) and leak conductance (gLeak =
0.3nS) unchanged. When using step stimuli, we systematically var-
ied the Nav1.6 channel and Kv channel conductances (gNav1.6 and
gKv, respectively) between the following settings: gNav1.6 = 0 and
gKv = 1; gNav1.6 = 0, gKv = 3; or gNav1.6 = 0.15, gKv = 3. To
facilitate action potential firing, 15% of the original in silico gNav1.6
was coimplemented with the external input INav1.1; the scaled gKv

(3 times the original value) helped to efficiently repolarize the model
cell’s Vm and subsequently recover Nav channels from inactivation.19

In the experiments using the Ornstein–Uhlenbeck model of synaptic
noise, the gNav1.6 was set to 0 or 0.15, whereas gKv was unchanged
because gKv scaling produces relatively small changes in the firing
frequency of the AIS compartment model in response to synaptic
current stimulation.19

In Silico Neuron Modeling
The interneuron model was developed using the Blue Brain Project
neocortical microcircuit portal.23,24 It contains 11 voltage- and
calcium-dependent conductances using channel kinetics as described
previously.25 In addition, the model includes either wild-type or
mutant Nav1.1 conductances with kinetics based on the results of
the voltage clamp experiments shown in Figure 1 and the Table.
Activation and inactivation were fitted with Boltzmann functions,
and time constants were fitted using Gaussian functions as previ-
ously described.19 Simulations assumed a temperature of 24�C.
INav1.1 was described using the Hodgkin–Huxley formulation:

INav1:1 = gNav1:1*m3*h V −ENað Þ

where gNav1.1 represents the peak conductance, V is the membrane
potential, ENa is the Na+ reversal potential, and m and h are the
activation and inactivation gating variables, respectively.26

The peak conductance of each channel was optimized to fit
electrophysiological features of an interneuron with "continuous
nonaccommodating" characteristics.27,28 This interneuron subtype

was chosen because Nav1.1 is thought to be expressed at higher
levels in PV-positive interneurons, which typically exhibit nonac-
commodating firing properties.29,30 Model optimization was per-
formed using BluePyOpt24 on a supercomputing cluster available
through the Blue Brain Project (https://bluebrain.epfl.ch/).

All model simulations and analyses were performed with
NEURON and Python.31,32 Input–output relationships were
obtained by injecting current into the soma. Heterozygous or
homozygous phenotypes were modeled by adjusting Nav1.1 chan-
nel kinetics to the corresponding T226M values in 50 or 100% of
the wild-type Nav1.1 channels, respectively. Action potential ampli-
tude and half-width were determined as previously described.19 The
sensitivity analysis was performed by varying V0.5,act and V0.5,inact in
50% of the optimized Nav1.1 channels (ie, the heterozygous model)
in each compartment and recalculating the input–output relation-
ship. Midpoints of the Gaussian fits to time constants of activation/
inactivation were shifted from the wild-type value in proportion to
the shift in V0.5 value. Peak firing frequency refers to the maximum
frequency elicited before onset of depolarization block. In the wild-
type model, the impact of Nav1.1 peak conductance on firing fre-
quency was explored using an identical approach, but instead varying
gNav1.1.

Statistical Analysis
Statistical comparison between Nav1.1 channel variants was per-
formed using 1-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by
Tukey post hoc test.

Two-way ANOVA was used for comparing the firing fre-
quencies in the presence of various Nav1.1 channels. Differences
were considered significant if p < 0.05.

Results
We examined the biophysical properties of wild-type,
T226M, and V1353L Nav1.1 channel variants using whole
cell patch clamp in CHO cells. Peak sodium current and cur-
rent density in cells expressing T226M were similar to wild
type (see Fig 1 and Table). The voltage dependence of activa-
tion and inactivation were severely affected by the T226M
mutation, resulting in 8.1 and 11.4mV shifts for the V0.5,act

and V0.5,inact, respectively, toward hyperpolarizing potentials.
From a functional standpoint, these shifts are consistent with
gain of function due to enhanced channel opening and loss of
function due to stabilized inactivation. T226M channel
recovery from fast inactivation was unaffected, whereas the
activation and inactivation kinetics were changed. Notably,
the time to peak current of T226M channels was slower at
voltages more negative than −30 mV and fast inactivation
was accelerated relative to wild type. These results suggest that
T226M channels exhibit a mixed biophysical defect that
could lead to either gain of function due to a hyperpolarizing
shift of the activation curve, or loss of function due to the
hyperpolarizing shift of the inactivation curve and shorter
time course of inactivation. The GEFS+ variant, V1353L,
was functionally characterized, and relative to wild type
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displayed reduced current density and a ~5.5mV depolarizing
shift of activation consistent with loss of function. It also dis-
played faster recovery from inactivation and a slower kinetics
of inactivation, consistent with gain of function (Table).

The overall functional effect of T226M mutation
cannot be intuitively predicted from the measured changes
in biophysical characteristics. To provide a more objective
measure of the excitability of neurons harboring the
T226M variant, we implemented dynamic action poten-
tial clamp.19 Figure 2 shows action potential firing of a
“hybrid” cell comprising an in silico model cell and the
conductance of either the wild-type or the T226M chan-
nels expressed in CHO cells. In addition, various levels of
in silico gNav1.6 or gKv were tested and the input–output
properties determined in response to stepwise depolarizing
Ist. Manipulation of in silico Nav1.6 or Kv conductances
provides a better understanding of the range of firing
properties of the model neuron. For each conductance
level, we determined the effect of the mutation on firing
and plotted the input–output relationships, representing
the mean number of action potentials as a function of Ist.
Analysis of a wild-type model with values of gNav1.6 = 0
and gKv = 1 resulted in relatively low firing. As seen in
our previous dynamic clamp study,19 action potential firing
could be increased using a gKv setting of 3 or by simulta-
neously adjusting gNav1.6 and gKv to 0.15 and 3, respec-
tively, relative to the conductance level in Figure 2A
(gNav1.6 = 0 and gKv = 1). When the hybrid neuron
included in silico gNav1.6 (scaled by 0.15), hybrid cell firing
rate increased and rheobase decreased. Relative to the action
potential firing seen in cells expressing wild-type channels,
there was a significant left shift in the input–output curve in
cells expressing T226M channels, indicating enhanced excit-
ability. Critically, action potential firing collapse was seen in
cells expressing T226M at stimulus levels where normal firing
was seen in the wild-type–expressing cells, consistent with a
marked reduction in excitability. This reduced firing is
caused by the development of depolarization block, where
the expression and activation of the T226M channels
causes a gradual shift in the baseline Vm. Such depolariza-
tion block typically occurs at high levels of stimulus cur-
rent in wild type; however, the presence of the T226M
channel shifts this point of collapse to much lower stimu-
lus levels and is likely to be a major contributor of the
pathology in these patients.

The rheobase of V1353L channels was similar to
wild type in dynamic clamp experiments performed as
above. Ist values between 4 and 12pA elicited slightly
reduced action potential firing with V1363 L variant com-
pared to wild type, whereas this effect diminished in the
presence of gNav1.6 (see Fig 2). With a gKv setting of
3, Ist values above ~22pA resulted in higher firing, likely

due to more efficient recovery from inactivation of the
V1363 L variant compared to wild type.

The impact of T226M or V1353L variant on AIS
model cell firing was also probed in response to scaled
excitatory (ge) to inhibitory (gi) conductance ratios mim-
icking synaptic stimuli of various intensity in dynamic
action potential clamp mode (Fig 3). These experiments
were undertaken using fixed levels of gNav1.6 = 0.15 and
gKv = 1 conductance levels. Hybrid neurons incorporating
wild-type INav1.1 did not show activity with a ge:gi ratio of
1, whereas higher ge:gi ratios initiated firing that reached a
maximum with a ge:gi ratio of 3 and then abruptly
decreased. Relative to wild type, hybrid neurons incorpo-
rating T226M showed a reduced rheobase, exhibited
high-frequency action potential firing with ge:gi ratios
between 0 and 2, and exhibited diminished action poten-
tial firing above a ge:gi ratio of 2. These results further val-
idate the T226M variant’s profile, characterized by low
stimulation strength, enhanced excitability, and subse-
quent depolarization block induced by stimulation
strength that would cause optimal activation in wild type.
Relative to wild type, the V1363 L variant resulted in a
reduced action potential firing with ge:gi ratios of 2 and 3.

We also investigated the impact of the T226M
mutation on neuronal excitability using a biophysically
detailed computational model of a PV-positive cortical
interneuron (Fig 4). Nav1.1 channel kinetics were mod-
eled using results from the voltage clamp analysis (see
Figs 1 and 4A, Table). We first examined the role of
Nav1.1 channel density (gNav1.1) upon firing properties in
the wild-type model. Consistent with previous experimen-
tal observations,29 increased gNav1.1 values reduced action
potential width at base and sustained higher frequency fir-
ing. Small increases in action potential height were also
observed (see Fig 4). We then obtained the input–
frequency relationships of PV interneurons "expressing"
wild-type or T226M Nav1.1 channels (thus modeling the
homozygous phenotype). Depolarization block in the
T226M variant occurred at an Ist value of 0.16 nA (corre-
sponding to 40% of wild-type Ist) and was unable to sus-
tain firing frequencies >95 Hz. Next, we specifically asked
whether 50% of T226M variant contribution to total
gNav1.1 (thus mimicking the heterozygous phenotype)
would impact model behavior relative to wild type. In the
heterozygous model, firing frequencies >125 Hz could not
be sustained, and depolarization block occurred at an Ist
value of 0.28 nA. This value corresponds to 70% of the
Ist producing depolarization block in the wild type
(0.4nA). This observation suggests a “functional dominant
negative” mechanism whereby the T226M channel can
reduce the activity of wild-type channel in the absence of
direct protein–protein interaction. This is consistent with
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the observation that these patients are significantly more
impacted than in Dravet syndrome, where variants typically
cause haploinsufficiency alone33 without this additional

functional dominant negative interaction. The T226M var-
iant had no effect on rheobase in either model, likely due
to the presence of other Nav subtypes (see Discussion).

FIGURE 2: Dynamic action potential-clamp experiment implementing wild-type (WT), T226M, or V1353L INav1.1. Input−output
relationships were obtained by using 3 distinct Kv and Nav1.6 conductance settings in the axon initial segment model cell:
gKv = 1, gNav1.6 = 0 (A); gKv = 3, gNav1.6 = 0 (B); and (C) gKv = 3, gNav1.6 = 0.15. Left: representative membrane potential
(Vm) traces and the corresponding step current (Ist) values. In all experiments, Vm changes were elicited by Ist of 500-millisecond
duration, in 2pA increments. Arrows indicate depolarization block. Data are mean � standard error of the mean; number of
experiments is given in parentheses. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001 compared to WT, 2-way analysis of
variance with Tukey post hoc test. AP = action potential.
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Both models clearly demonstrated depolarization block
with lower levels of stimulating current as compared to
wild type.

Finally, we performed a sensitivity analysis to obtain
insight into the differential roles of V0.5,act and V0.5,inact on
peak firing frequency and depolarization block (Fig 5). This
is of interest because changes in these parameter values appear
to be pathogenic. At a given V0.5,act, shifting V0.5,inact to more
depolarized values enabled progressively higher peak frequen-
cies, until a threshold was reached whereby the model was

unable to sustain repetitive action potentials due to over-
whelming depolarizing current. This is consistent with a pre-
vious study showing that depolarization block is critically
dependent upon activation and inactivation V0.5.

34 Interest-
ingly, the highest firing frequencies were observed when both
V0.5,act and V0.5,inact were shifted by a similar amount toward
more depolarized values. In the T226M mutation, the oppo-
site occurs; both values are shifted to more hyperpolarized
values, moving the behavior of the system to a region where
high-frequency firing cannot be sustained.

FIGURE 3: Firing of the axon initial segment model cell incorporating wild-type (WT), T226M, or V1353L INav1.1 in response to
scaled synaptic conductance input. (A) Typical firing responses with various excitatory conductance (ge) to inhibitory conductance
(gi) ratio values. Membrane potential (Vm) changes (upward deflections) and associated scaled input INav1.1 traces (downward
deflections) are shown. (B) Input–output relationships in the model cell as a function of ge:gi. Data are mean � standard error of
the mean; number of experiments is given in parentheses. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ****p < 0.0001 compared to WT, 2-way
analysis of variance with Tukey post hoc test.
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Taken together, our results suggest that the main
impact of the T226M mutation is early enhanced excit-
ability followed by early depolarization block. These func-
tional deficits may underlie the pathophysiology in
patients harboring this mutation.

Discussion
SCN1A is one of the most clinically relevant epilepsy genes.35

Typically, de novo missense mutations and truncations

leading to SCN1A loss of function are associated with Dravet
syndrome. It has been proposed that the severity of loss of
function correlates with disinhibition of GABAergic interneu-
rons.7 In a comprehensive clinical study, a recurrent de novo
missense SCN1A mutation, p.Thr226Met, showed a distinc-
tive genotype–phenotype correlation and resulted in a devel-
opmental and epileptic encephalopathy that was clearly
distinguished from Dravet syndrome.17 Affected patients pre-
sented with pharmacoresistant early onset hemiclonic seizures

FIGURE 4: Action potential firing of the parvalbumin (PV)-positive interneuron model incorporating wild-type (WT) and/or T226M
gNav1.1. (A) Normalized G/Gmax relationships of the homozygous models; the half-maximal activation (V0.5,act) and half-maximal
inactivation (V0.5,inact) values for each Nav1.1 variant are shown (top). In the heterozygous T226M model, the V0.5,act and V0.5,inact

were shifted by −4.1 and − 6 .5mV, respectively, relative to WT (not shown). (B) Impact of scaled WT gNav1.1 on peak firing
frequency. Each value corresponds to the maximum firing frequency that can be sustained before depolarization block occurs.
Inset shows typical action potential morphology with gNav1.1 scaled to 15, 100, or 200%; dotted line indicates zero membrane
potential (Vm). For all simulations shown below, 100% gNav1.1 was used. (C, D) Input–output relationships in the PV interneuron
model incorporating WT or T226M gNav1.1 alone (homozygous; C), and WT and T226M gNav1.1 at a 1:1 ratio (heterozygous; D). In
all cases, firing was elicited by a step current of 1-second duration, in 10pA increments. Left: Representative Vm traces
demonstrating firing corresponding to the boxed areas from C and D and depolarization block due to T226M gNav1.1; for clarity,
only ~150 milliseconds of the 1-second Vm traces are shown. Note that depolarization block occurs at lower stimulus amplitude
in the homozygous model compared to the heterozygous model.
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occurring at a mean age of 9 weeks and tonic–clonic seizures
by 18 months; additional symptoms included developmental
delay, intellectual disability, and prominent movement disor-
der.17 Because Dravet syndrome is often caused by simple
haploinsufficiency, the mechanism by which the T226M
mutation produces a more severe phenotype is of interest.
The most parsimonious explanation is dominant negative
interaction that by its nature would be more profound than
simple haploinsufficiency. In sodium channels, dominant
negative interactions can occur via “physical” homomeric
interaction36 or by “functional” interaction whereby the
mutant channel alters membrane potential in a way that
reduces availability of the wild-type channel.

In this study, we explored whether functional domi-
nant negative interactions could underlie the severity of
clinical presentation in patients with the recurrent T226M
Nav1.1 channel mutation. Voltage clamp analysis sug-
gested that the T226M variant exhibits mixed biophysical
characteristics. The hyperpolarizing shift in voltage depen-
dence of activation can cause enhanced action potential
firing,37 whereas the left shift in the voltage dependence
of inactivation is consistent with loss of excitability. Such
opposing changes make it difficult to intuitively predict
the overall impact of the T226M mutation on neuronal
excitability.

To overcome this difficulty, we implemented
dynamic action potential clamp to determine the impact
of wild-type or mutant INav1.1 upon the excitability of a
single compartment neuronal model. The T226M variant
significantly reduced the rheobase, suggesting enhanced
excitability. However, firing could not be sustained, and

depolarization block was evident at stimulation levels near
rheobase of wild-type SCN1A-containing neurons. This
suggests that at “low” levels of synaptic input, T226M
enhances PV interneuron activity, whereas disinhibition
and overexcitation predominate at “typical” levels that
otherwise cause regular firing of wild-type interneurons.
This may be of importance for excitation–inhibition bal-
ance, because epileptic circuit motifs might switch rapidly
from overinhibition at low input to overexcitation at high
input, and could significantly contribute to the phenotype
in these patients. PV interneurons, capable of mediating
feedforward inhibition,38 may be of particular importance
in this context, and breakdown of epileptic circuit choke
points could further drive ictal propagation.39

There is recent evidence that sodium channel
α-subunits oligomerize and can form dimers,36 opening
the possibility that “structural” dominant negative interac-
tions could occur due to such channel assembly. Our
modeling studies also suggest that “functional” dominant
negative interactions alone may be sufficient to produce
neuronal disinhibition by enhanced sensitivity to depolari-
zation block. This is relevant for PV-positive interneurons
that exhibit sustained high-frequency firing that is unlikely
to be supported by the T226M variant. The functional
deficit caused by the T226M mutation, therefore, may
have a greater impact in neurons displaying high-
frequency firing typical of PV-positive interneurons given
their high expression of Nav1.1.

To better understand the diverse neurophysiological
mechanisms due to SCN1A mutations, we also studied the

FIGURE 5: Impact of Nav1.1 V0.5,act (y-axis) and V0.5,inact (x-axis) upon peak frequency (color-coded) prior to depolarization block
for wild-type (WT) and T226M channels. At a given half-maximal activation (V0.5,act), shifting half-maximal inactivation (V0.5,inact)
toward depolarized values leads to progressively higher peak frequencies until depolarization block (area marked by blue–gray)
occurs. This corresponds to greater separation between activation/inactivation curves ("window" current). Maintaining this
window current while shifting to more depolarized potentials (black arrow) generates progressively higher peak frequencies.
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V1353L variant identified in familial cases of GEFS+.20,40

Phenotypes associated with the V1353L mutation are hetero-
geneous but, overall, less severe than typical Dravet cases.20 A
previous biophysical analysis of the V1353L variant resulted
in nonfunctional channels in transiently transfected human
embryonic kidney (tsA-201) cells. Remarkably, we were able
to obtain functional expression of this variant in CHO cells.
Our biophysical and dynamic clamp analyses showed a
milder reduction in interneuron firing properties consistent
with the milder presentation of this familial disorder. This,
once again,19,41 demonstrates the utility of the dynamic
clamp method in providing strong physiological correlates of
clinical severity for mutant sodium channels where opposing
biophysical changes make intuitive interpretation difficult.

Paradoxically, T226M patients may benefit from sodium
channel blockade that could reduce availability and thereby
lessen the sensitivity to depolarization block.

Focal and multifocal epileptiform discharges were
typically seen in the electroencephalographic recordings of
T226M mutation carriers.17 The basic molecular and cel-
lular mechanisms of such epileptic events can be diverse
and may include increased excitatory synaptic efficacy as
well changes in intrinsic excitability of neurons.42 It has
been suggested that depolarization block correlates with
focal activity during electrographic seizures,43 which could
drive multifocal discharges in the T226M patients.

Taken together, our data reveal an unusual biophysi-
cal mechanism for the T226M variant resulting in

TABLE. Biophysical Parameters of INa through Nav1.1 Channel Variants

Biophysical Property Wild Type T226M V1353L

Current density

At −10 mV, pA/pF 530.5 � 86.9 451.1 � 68.8 208.0 � 24.4a

n 12 10 14

Activation

V0.5,act, mV −18.46 � 0.71 −26.6 � 0.64b −13.0 � 0.51b

kact, mV 7.91 � 0.25 8.00 � 0.29 6.67 � 0.23a

n 12 10 14

Inactivation

V0.5,inact, mV −48.8 � 0.66 −60.2 � 0.50b −47.4 � 0.51

kinact, mV 6.25 � 0.28 5.85 � 0.24 5.59 � 0.28

n 12 10 14

Time course of activation

τ at −35 mV, ms 0.32 � 0.02 0.44 � 0.04c 0.24 � 0.03

τ at 0 mV, ms 0.16 � 0.01 0.13 � 0.01 0.22 � 0.02c

n 12 8 11

Time course of fast inactivation

τ at −30 mV, ms 4.41 � 0.36 1.92 � 0.20a 7.15 � 0.64d

n 12 8 11

Time course of recovery from fast inactivation

τ, ms 1.39 � 0.10 1.45 � 0.11 0.87 � 0.06a

n 11 11 8

Data are represented as mean � standard error of the mean.
ap < 0.01, bp < 0.0001, cp < 0.05, dp < 0.001 compared with wild-type, 1-way analysis of variance with Tukey post hoc test.
k(in)act = slope factor of steady-state (in)activation curve; n = number of cells; V0.5,(in)act = membrane potential for half-maximal (in)activation; τ = time
constant;
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neurons more susceptible to depolarization block. The
network-scale impact of the T226M Nav1.1 channel muta-
tion requires further studies using more complex in silico
models where the Nav channel variant-specific functional
output of interneuron activity can be investigated. Geneti-
cally engineered animals and patient-derived induced plurip-
otent stem cell models expressing T226M will be invaluable
to further elucidate the network and behavioral impact and
help reveal molecular pathology associated with this severe
phenotype and suggest therapeutic strategies to overcome
this specific disease mechanism.
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